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1. Introduction
• Since the emergence of SARS-CoV-2, there has been an
unprecedented global effort to understand the pathogenesis
and clinical progression of the disease

• Early evidence provided insight into a number of laboratory
findings common in COVID-19 disease1
• In collaboration with the clinical team, Coventry and
Warwickshire Pathology Service created a testing panel
around these biomarkers, linked with COVID-19 associated
pathogenic processes;

3. Results

4. Conclusion

• In total, 754 blood sample results from 312 patients taken between 05/04/2020 and
22/06/2020 were available for the analysis
• Patients were aged between 20 and 100 years, with 45.6% of values attributed to females and
54.4% to males
• Outcome (deceased vs survived) compared for each biomarker, using sub classification based on
IL-6 concentration
• Sample numbers for deceased or survived outcome in IL-6 groups were unbalanced, with smaller
numbers in the deceased group: IL-6 ≤12ngL (20 vs 377) and IL-6 13-55 ng/L (45 vs 256). For
higher values of IL6 (>55ng/L), the group numbers are comparable (97 vs 119)

1. Inflammation – Increased cytokine production,
influencing other inflammatory markers such as CRP,
LDH and ferritin2

• Significant differences (p<0.05) for all IL-6 groups were noted between survived and deceased
outcomes for PCT, CRP, Albumin, LDH and Neutrophil to Lymphocyte ratio. No differences seen
for age or ferritin (figure 1)

2. Liver synthetic capacity – Reduced albumin production
as a result of increased cytokines. Hypoalbuminemia has
been associated with more severe clinical outcomes3

• Box plots for selected analytes visualise the spread of data and median for deceased or survived
outcomes. Grouped according to IL-6 cut off (figures 2-5)

3. Cardiac – Increased markers of myocardial injury,
thought to be associated with myocarditis4
4. Haematological parameters – Neutrophils are the first
WBC’s recruited in acute inflammation and lymphopenia
has been observed in severe cases5
• Consistently in the literature, IL-6 concentration has been
identified as an indicator of hypercytokinaemic immune
dysregulation, seen in 30-60% of hospitalizations2

2. Methods
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Fig 1: P-values given by Mann-Whitney test for Biomarkers according to outcome. The data was divided according to IL-6 value and medians
for age and each biomarker were compared between two groups based on patient outcome; 1) survived or 2) deceased. A p-value of <0.05
indicates a statistically significant difference between outcome groups at the given IL-6 concentration.

Fig 2: Log CRP box plot.
Median CRP value
higher at each IL-6
concentration on those
patients who passed
away. More

Fig 4: Log Albumin
box plot. Median
value lower at each
IL-6 concentration
for deceased
outcome.

pronounced
difference when IL-6
was less than 12ng/L

• Full blood count results within the same 24 hour period were
used to calculate the neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio and the
systemic inflammatory index (SII) - neutrophils x platelets /
lymphocytes
• Patient results were grouped based on IL-6 value (1) ≤12ngL,
(2) 13-55 ng/L and (3) >55ng/L. These cut offs were informed
from prior work on decision tree models utilising IL-6 to
predict outcome
• The Mann-Whitney test was applied to compare medians for
biomarkers between survived and deceased outcome

Fig 3: Log Neutrophil:
Lymphocyte ratio box
plot. Median ratio
higher at each IL-6
concentration for
deceased outcome. Less
variation in the
deceased group at lower
IL-6 concentrations

• Preliminary analysis demonstrates that even in the
presence of low IL-6, there are significant differences in
biochemistry parameters between outcomes
• The same dysregulated state in the absence of raised IL6 or proposed cytokine storm, suggests heterogeneous
pathogenicity and diverse manifestations of immune
dysregulation
• The high neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio seen in more
severe outcomes was previously assumed to be driven
by IL-62, however the ratio remains higher in deceased
patients independent of IL-6
• Advancing our understanding on relationships between
biomarkers and outcomes, can refine decision tree
models to have more predictive power
• This analysis was undertaken using real-world data, no
research protocol was followed standardising sample
collection times or frequency
• Due to the nature of acute phase proteins and
cytokines, large changes can happen over a short
period of time.
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severe disease6

Fig 5: Systemic
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Index box plot.
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